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*This Tip Sheet is derived from notes taken at the joint CLMP/LitTAP Coffee Break on
Collaboration Between Literary Presenters & Publishers with special guests Debora Ott,
Director of the NY-State Literary Presenters Technical Assistance Program (LitTAP) , and NY
Literary Roundtable Co-Chairs Katherine Minton and Quang Bao.  The workshop served as
An informal discussion and Q&A session on how to promote cooperation between literary
presenters and publishers.

Some Examples of Successful Pub/Presenter Collaboration

1. "World Of Voices: A Collaboration To Promote Cultural Awareness Through
Literature," is a joint publisher-presenter sponsored by White Pine Press (WPP) and Just
Buffalo Literary Center (JB)-- funded via a 3-year grant from the Oishei Foundation.
Each year of the project, the organizations bring in four WPP-published writers for
week-long residencies in schools and at community sites. Part of the grant underwrites
the cost of authors' books which are given free to students. The project plays to the
strengths of both organizations. In addition, it has raised revenue and the profile of
each organization in the community.

2. The Waterways Project was a series of poetry readings on NYC’s waterfront that
began at the South Street Seaport with about 25 presses. Each press sent a poet to
represent the press and a publication was done based on the works of participating
writers. Eventually, Waterways stared working in the schools – now their main focus –
such as the high school on Riker’s Island. Participating kids write poetry and publish
picture and continue to take part in ongoing reading events once they leave the prison.
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Venue Considerations & Event Suggestions

•  The Bronx Writers’ Center is offering to feature group readings, special nights devoted to
a particular press or magazine’s authors! The press and writers will have an opportunity
for greater outreach and the presenter will pay the writers’ fee; all can work together on
marketing the program for their mutual benefit.

•  Another great venue: Symphony Space in New York City.  Look, for example, at the
collaboration between Symphony Space and Asian American Writers' Workshop – where
the two organizations picked 3 writers and 3 actors and did a reading performance.

•  Of course, NYC offers a multitude of venue and event specific opportunities for possible
collaborative readings.  For instance, the annual Harlem Book Fair, or New York is Book
Country (NYIBC). Now conducted in the Village in and around Washington Square Park,
NYIBC takes place over two days – with many organizations participating in joint
publisher/presenter events.

•  Libraries are helpful and great resources – not only for possible venues but for
collaboration contacts.

Tips for Collaborative Reading Events

•  Presenters usually books readings 6 months ahead. Closer coordination between
presenters and publishers need to coincide with a mutually beneficial event schedule.
Successful event marketing can be based on such timing.

•  Any publicity is good publicity: When Waterways did the original series they created
subway posters in about 14 different stations. That was their major advertising piece at the
time.

•  The success of any collaborative events comes as a result of not only good marketing, but
word of mouth reputation.  Repetition is everything.  We repeat: repetition is everything.
Each event builds upon the other.  It is said that it takes 8 "impressions" for a person to
remember and become interested in buying book or attending an event.

•  Presenters & Publishers always need to come up with new and different ways to present
readings in order to set them apart from the typical "reading".  Recent successful models
include:

1. Little Grey Book Lecture Series: Sample "readings" include How To Pour The Perfect
Worthman… (corresponding drink served), or  Animals: Are Our Enemies? (Box of
animal crackers distributed at the reading). These are mainly readings but things
happen at it – surprise guest appearances, musical interludes, slide projections,
etc.

2. One Story -  The popular literary magazine (publishes one story every 3 weeks)
conducts an extremely popular reading series where the invited author/reader
chooses the drink of the hour (discounted at bar).  A great way to promote both the
author and the publication.
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•  Organize readings around a theme or event.  Possible ideas for the new year: February
14th is short story day in Iran and Valentine’s day in US. What if we had a love story for
the world? The New York City Literary Roundtable has created a consortium of presenters
around the city.  One possible topic: Love stories for the City – emerging and other
writers.

•  Match presenter with physical publication.  For instance, reading of poets can be
accompanied by an event specific-publication – Like "A Pocket of Poetry" (a pocket size
book of…poems).

•  Practical event planning considerations:

1. The More The Merrier: Get several publishers on-board with an event (results in
cross-marketing and larger audiences.  Big press can gain more specified
audience with small press association/support and small press can sometimes use
the cache of bigger name recognition.

2. Combine big name authors with lesser known ones.  Publication by association
can increase attention and sales.

3. Be dedicated to the artists (and readers) you've supported over time.
4. Last but not least, consider serving wine before the reading!  Create the

atmosphere for the event before the event – increases and retains your audience
(and impact).

•  Publisher or presenter -- do not limit yourself to literature.  Utilize all the arts for your events;
if appropriate have music, food, put poetry with dance, etc...  Cross collaboration
between presenter and publishers can capitalize on the popularity of the many arts to
promote the publication of one.

For more information on how to organize collaborative events with established literary
presenters, CLMP strongly encourages its member publishers to contact Debora Ott, Director
of LitTAP at   dott@littap.org   or check out the LitTAP website at:   www.littap.org  .


